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ONTARIO, CANADA, July 27, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

In the diamond market, color is important, yet the

value of a diamond is based, in part, on the absence of

color.  The more colorless  is a diamond, the rarer it is.

In this industry, the rarity of a diamond reflects in its

pricing. 

The most popular diamond colors in the industry are

yellow, blue, red, pink,  orange, green, black, purple,

olive, brown, and the grey diamond, according to The

Diamond Registry.  Below, look at four most popular

diamond colors in the market.

The Yellow diamond

Yellow diamonds, also known as Canary Diamonds are

the most common form of colored diamonds.  These

are diamonds that have an obvious yellow bodycolor.

Any such diamond with a rich and pure yellow color

are considered a valuable gemstone, explains

Geology.com. 

The Blue diamond

The Blue diamond is considered to be one of the most beautiful gemstone in the world. It is

rare, exquisite and mysterious.  Natural Blue Diamonds are among the rarest and most

expensive fancy colored diamonds; they are in dwindling supply and increasing demand adds

Astteria magazine. 

The Red diamond

Red diamonds display red color and exhibit the same mineral properties as colorless diamonds.

The color of a diamond becomes red when gliding atoms, during the formation, are pressurized.

Red diamonds are rare as well, but experts say the natural red is the rarest. It is so rare that the

per carat price is about 400 percent higher than the per carat price of any natural colored

diamond.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Pink diamond

This gemstone is a type of diamond that has pink color. It is believed that the source of pink

diamond is related to plastic deformation it undergoes during formation. The pink diamond

called Pink Panther is the largest in the world. It is popularly known by MacGuffin of the 1963

film of the same name.  Other natural colored diamonds in this color category are the Pink

Promise, the Pink Legacy, The Argyle Alpha that have all set records over the years, these

treasures and many other will continue to set records as they appreciate in the future. 

For those interested in natural colored diamonds as alternative investment, the President of

Premier Diamond Group (North America) Ltd., Mr. David Metcalfe is available for consultation.

He is a pioneer in the branding of natural colored diamonds as a hedge against excessive market

volatility brought about by speculation and government credit excesses. For more information,

go http://premierdiamondltd.com/contact-us/.   

About Premier Diamond Group (North America) Ltd.

Premier Diamond Group specializes in the purchase and sale of natural-colored diamonds for

wealth accumulation and estate planning purposes and holds membership in the International

Colored Gemstone Association and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. For more information, go to

http://premierdiamondltd.com/. 
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Disclaimer

This report is based on information available to the public. The information and any statistical

data contained herein has been obtained from sources we believe reliable, but we do not

represent that they are accurate or complete and should not be relied upon as such. The

material contained herein is for information purposes only.
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